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Abstract— Transrectal Ultrasound (TRUS)-guided dual-
arm robotic needle insertion system has improved clinical
diagnosis treatment for biopsy and brachytherapy. It provides
a highly precise and flexible method for inserting surgical
needles. In the existing system, both the probe and needle
are fixed to the robot’s end flange, which prevents the rotation
and translation of the TRUS probe and needle from enabling
multi-angle scanning and flexible needle insertion. In our pre-
vious work, we developed a dual-arm robotic needle insertion
system with multi-degree-of-freedom (DOF) end-effectors to
address the aforementioned issues. The calibration accuracy
of the system directly determines the system’s effectiveness.
However, existing calibration schemes are challenging to
complete the calibration of the dual-arm robotic needle
insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors. Therefore,
this paper presents a biplane TRUS probe calibration using
dual-arm robotic needle insertion system with multi-DOF
end-effectors. In the proposed approach, the kinematic of
the multi-DOF probe and needle are first modeled to obtain
the calibration parameters. Then the multi-DOF needle and
probe are calibrated as the biplane TRUS image, which can
be used to track the different motion states of the probe
and needle. Finally, the experimental results are obtained
and validated on the TRUS-guided dual-arm robotic needle
insertion system. The results showed that the calibration
accuracy of the overall system is 0.80±0.23 mm, which meets
the clinical requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advancement of robot technology,
the image-guided robotic needle insertion system was
successfully applied, thereby enhancing clinical diagnosis
and treatment [1], [2], including biopsy [3], [4], ablation
[4], [5], drug delivery [6], and brachytherapy [7], [8]. In
recent years, the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS)-guided
dual-arm robotic needle insertion system has received
much interest to its increased flexibility [9], [10], [11],
[12]. However, these systems are incapable of multi-
angle omnidirectional probe scanning and flexible needle
insertion because the probe and needle are fixed to
the robot’s end flange [13]. In our previous research
[14], we built a TRUS-guided dual-arm robotic needle
insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors. However,
the calibration of the needle and probe is vital for the
robotic needle insertion system, and their calibration
accuracies directly affect the precision and safety of the
robot system during surgical procedures.

Numerous calibrating techniques have been presented
in the literature [15], [16], [17], [18], [19] . These existing
calibration techniques can be roughly classified into two
categories: reconstruction-based and phantom-based cal-
ibration. In reconstruction-based calibration methods, an
artificial object with known geometric properties is often
scanned and reconstructed. Boctor et al. [20] proposed
a novel closed-form method for ultrasound calibration
by integrating the US calibration framework into the
AX = XB framework employing a closed-form solution
for the AX = XB problem. This method utilized the
difference between the reconstructed and known shapes
to recalculate calibration parameters. Shen et al. [21]
proposed a rapid and automatic calibration approach
based on a 3D-printed phantom and an untracked marker
to simplify the standard calibration operations. Using
a rigid registration between the computer-aided design
(CAD) model of the phantom and the phantom US
image, this method can quickly determine the calibration
solution. In addition, Wang et al. [22] proposed a
method for calibrating multiple cooperative robots by
formulating the calibration problem as a fundamental
problem involving the solution of the matrix equation
AXB = YCZ. However, this strategy typically requires
accurate initial estimations, which are not always simple
or feasible. Initial parameters are vital for TRUS probe
calibration, as they enhance image quality, ensure correct
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probe positioning, standardize the process, prioritize
patient safety and comfort, and facilitate device com-
patibility. To address this issue, Ma et al. [23] developed
an additional probabilistic method for solving the AXB
= YCZ calibration problem without a prior knowledge
of the data temporal relationship. However, with these
existing methods, an external tracker, such as a camera,
is required, which may result in accumulative calibration
errors.

In phantom-based calibration methods, fiducials in the
phantom were imaged by scanning the probe at different
angles, and wire phantoms and flat surface phantoms
were frequently utilized. To increase the calibration
accuracy, Carbajal et al. [24] proposed an improved N-
wire phantom freehand US calibration method based
on the middle wires. Kim et al. [25] used a planar
surface mockup as a phantom to increase image qual-
ity; however, the mockup introduced additional errors.
Subsequently, Najafi et al. [26] introduced a multi-
wedge phantom calibration method to further enhance
the accuracy of calibration. This method solved the
calibration matrix using a closed-form solution, allowing
for straightforward, rapid, and precise US calibration.
In addition, inspired by Carbajal et al. [24], Shen et al.
[27] recently developed a unique method for performing
probe calibration that considered all wires and yielded
superior results. Xiong et al. [14] proposed a mechanism-
image fusion strategy to improve the calibration accuracy
of an ultrasound-guided dual-arm robotic brachytherapy
system. The needle tip location was calibrated by the
mechanism localization, and the probe was calibrated
by ultrasonic imaging of the needle tip.

These existing calibration methods can only calibrate
the probe and needle mounted to the end flange of the
robot, which is insufficient for a dual-arm robotic needle
insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors. In this
paper, we proposed a biplane TRUS probe calibration
using dual-arm robotic needle insertion system with
multi-DOF end-effectors. In this method, the kinematic
analysis of multi-DOF end-effectors was carried out.
Based on the various motion states of the end-effector,
the calibration parameters are separated into initial and
motion parameters. The initial and motion parameters
were calibrated using a TRUS biplane image to follow
the various motion states of the needle and probe.
Experiments on the TRUS probe using dual-arm robotic
needle insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors
were conducted to validate the efficiency of the proposed
method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes the kinematics of the needle and TRUS
probe. In section III, the proposed image-based biplane
calibration method will be explained. Finally, section IV
explains the experimental results and validation of the
proposed method.

Fig. 1. The TRUS-guided dual-arm robot needle insertion system.

II. System and Kinematics
A. TRUS-guided Dual-arm Robotic Needle Insertion
System

The TRUS probe-guided dual-arm robotic needle in-
sertion system consists of a dual-arm robot (YASKAWA
SDA10F), a US machine (Mindray DC-8) with a biplane
TRUS probe, and two end-effectors. The schematic of the
system is shown in Fig. 1.

The end-effectors are essential parts of the system,
installed on the dual-arm robot left and right end flanges,
respectively. The right arm end-effector is equipped
with an insertion needle, and the left arm end-effector
is equipped with a TRUS probe. The two motors on
each arm control the rotation and translation of the
needle and TRUS probe, respectively. Both rotation and
translation have initial positions. Each motion of the end-
effector starts from the initial position and can be reset
to its initial position.

B. Kinematics of Needle and TRUS Probe
The coordinates of dual-arm robot consist of Rarm

and Larm which are the right and left end flange of the
robot. The base frame B of the robot is set as a reference
frame. The biplane TRUS probe images provides S-plane
and T-plane, where S and T plane are perpendicular to
each other.

1) Kinematics of needle: Rotating the needle around
itself does not change the needle position, so the needle
tip position is determined by the needle translation
distance dn . The kinematic equation of needle is as
follows:

BP (dn) =
B TRarm

.RarmP (dn) (1)

Where BP (dn) =
Rarm P (dn)+vn.dn, in which vn is the

unit direction vector relative to Rarm when the needle
is translated. The BTRarm

represents the homogeneous
transformation matrix from Rarm to B, which is obtained
from robot operation system (ROS). The RarmP (0) is the
position vector of the needle tip relative to Rarm when
the needle is at initial position, and RarmP (dn) is the
position vector of the needle tip relative to Rarm during
needle translation motion. The dn.

BP (dn) is the position
vector of the needle tip relative to B when the needle is
translated dn.
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2) Kinematics of TRUS probe: In TRUS, when the
probe is rotated, the pixels position is determined by
the probe rotation (θ). Similarly, when the probe is
translated, the pixels position is determined by the
probes translational distance dp. The kinematic equation
of TRUS probe is as follows:

BP (dp/θ) =
B TLarm .LarmTimg(dp/θ).

imgP (2)

In which,
LarmTimg(θ) = [ I c

0 1 ].[
Rarm(n,θ) 0

0 1
].[ I −c

0 1 ].LarmTimg(dp, 0),

LarmTimg(dp) =Larm Timg(0, θ) + [ I dp.vp

0 1
]. where n =

n(0)+dp.vp, and c = c(0)+dp.vp. vp is the unit direction
vector relative to Larm during translational movement of
probe. The BTLarm

shows homogeneous transformation
matrix from Larm to B, which is obtained by ROS, imgP
is pixels position vector relative to image coordinates
system (S and T) plane, R(n,0) is the transformation
matrix when coordinates system rotates θ in the direction
of n, and BP (dp/θ) is the pixels position vector relative
to B.

TABLE I shows all the parameters that need to be
calibrated according to the kinematics equations (1)
and (2). When the needle and probe at initial state,
the initial parameters must be calibrated (RarmPt(0),
LarmTimg(0, 0)). The translational (vn, vp) and rotational
( n(0), c(0)) parameters are needed to be calibrated
during translational and rotational motion, respectively.

TABLE I
Calibration parameters

Motion parameters
Calibration object Initial Transnational Rotational

Needle RarmPt(0) vn -
TRUS probe LarmTimg(0, 0) vp n(0), c(0)

Fig. 2. The geometric model of dual-arm robot and TRUS probe.

III. BIPLANE IMAGE-BASED CALIBRATION
APPROACH

The proposed calibration framework is shown in Fig.1.
Firstly, the initial parameters of the needle are calibrated
using multi-point calibration method [28]. Secondly, the
calibrated tip biplane TRUS images are used to calibrate

the probe initial parameters. Finally, the biplane TRUS
image records the movement trajectories of the needle
and the probe and completes the calibration of motion
parameters by trajectory fitting.

Fig. 3. Proposed framework of biplane image based calibration
for TRUS probe.

A. Calibration of Initial Parameters
1) Needle calibration: The initial parameter

RarmPt(0) refers to the needle-tip coordinates relative
to Rarm, when the needle is at its initial position. To
calibrate the needle-tip, we used the multi-point method
[28], using equation (3). The procedure are as follows:

BTRarm
(i− 1).RarmPt(0) =

B TRarm
.RarmPt(0), i = 1, ..., n

(3)

Procedure 1: Calibration of needle initial parameters

1) Reset the needle to its initial position;
2) Make the needle-tip touch the fixed reference point in

different postures, and record BTRarm ;
3) Calculate RarmPt(0) by solving for the least square

(LS) [29] using equation (3);

2) Probe calibration: The initial parameters
LarmTimg(0, 0) are a set of parameters consisting
LarmTSimg (0, 0) and LarmTTimg (0, 0). Which represents
the homogenous transformation metrics from biplane
image coordinates system (S and T) plane to Larm dual
arm robotic system when the probe is at initial position.
To calibrate LarmTimg(0, 0), we performed biplane US
imaging on the calibrated needle tip using equation (4).
The procedures is as follow:

LarmTimg(0, 0) = argmin

n∑
i−1

||BTLarm
(i).

LarmTimg(0, 0).
imgP.RarmimgP ||

(4)

In the above procedures, to calibrate the probe, the
needle tip was used instead of the phantom and the
robotic system was used instead of the tracker. This
eliminates the need for an external position tracker
and phantom, thereby reducing costs and avoiding the
limitations of their use.
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Procedure 2: Calibration of probe initial parameters

1) Reset the needle and probe to its initial position;
2) Control the robot with a different attitude and allow

the TRUS probe scan the calibrated needle tip while
the parameters (BTLarm (i), BTRarm (i)) ;

3) Calculate LarmTimg(0, 0) by solving for the least
square (LS) [29] using equation (4);

B. Calibration of Motion Parameters
The motion parameters are composed of translational

and rotational parameters. Existing calibration methods
were designed for robot needle insertion systems in which
both the needle and the probe are fixed on the robot. So
they cannot efficiently calibrate the motion parameters.
Therefore, we proposed a calibration method to effec-
tively calibrate the motion parameters, which mainly
includes two steps: First, the (S and T) plane tracks
the translation and rotation trajectories of end-effectors.
Second, the calibration of the motion parameters is
completed through trajectory fitting.

1) Translational parameters: The calibration param-
eters vn and vp are unit direction vector of needle and
probe, respectively. In order to calibrate vn, we allowed
S-plane to track the needle translation trajectory and
calculated the coordinates of the trajectory points using
equation (5). After that, vnis calculated by line fitting
in 3D space [30]. Similarly, in order to calibrate vp, we
allowed S-plane to track the probe translation trajectory
and calculate the coordinates of the trajectory points
using equation (6). After that vp, is calculated by line
fitting in 3D space [30]. The calibration procedures are
as follows:

RarmP (i) =B T−1
Rarm

.BTLarm .LarmTSimg (0, 0).
SimgP (i)

(5)
LarmP (i) =Larm TSimg

(0, 0).
SimgP (i) (6)

Procedure 3: Calibration of needle translational parameters

1) Make the needle and probe close to parallel, so that
S-plane can scan the needle;

2) The robot behavior is kept unchanged while the
parameters BTLarm and BTRarm are recorded. The
needle is controlled to translate while the S-plane
images are saved at different distances. The coordinate
SimgP (i) of the needle tip in the S-plane can be
obtained from the image;

3) The translational locus coordinate RarmP (i) of the
needle was calculated by using equation (5);

4) Finally, vn is calculated by linear fitting to the locus
points.;

2) Rotational parameters: The calibration parameters
n(0)and c(0) are the vectors of center coordinates of
the rotated plane relative to Larm, when the TRUS
probe at initial position. In order to calibrate the
rotational parameters, we allowed T-plane to track the

Procedure 4: Calibration of probe translational parameters

1) Make the needle and probe close to parallel, so that
S-plane can scan the needle;

2) The robot behavior is kept unchanged. The probe is
controlled to translate while the S-plane images are
saved at different distances. The coordinate SimgP (i)
of the needle tip in the S-plane can be obtained from
the image;

3) The translational locus coordinate RarmP (i) of the
probe was calculated by using equation (6);

4) Finally, vp is calculated by linear fitting to the locus
points.;

rotational trajectory of the TRUS probe, and calculate
the coordinates of the trajectory points using equation
(7). After that n(0) and c(0) were calculated using circle
fitting in 3D space [31]. The procedure as follows:

LarmP (i) =Larm TTimg
(0, 0).

T imgP (i) (7)

Procedure 5: Calibration of probe rotational parameters

1) Make the needle and probe close to parallel, so that
T-plane can scan the needle;

2) The robot behavior is kept unchanged. The TRUS
probe is controlled to rotate while the T-plane images
are saved at different angles. The coordinate T imgP (i)
of the intersection point in the T-plane can be ob-
tained from the image;

3) The rotational locus coordinate LarmP (i) of the probe
was calculated by using equation (7);

4) Finally, n(0) and c(0) is calculated by circle fitting to
the locus points.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed method was validated by examining the
calibration of the initial and motion parameters and
analyzing the system errors on a biplane TRUS-guided
dual-arm robot. To assess calibration accuracy, we use
mean absolute error (MAE), root square mean error
(RMSE), and standard deviation (SD).

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i−1

||Pr(i)− Pc(i)|| (8)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i−1

(||Pr(i)− Pc(i)||)2 (9)

SD =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i−1

(||Pr(i)− P̄c||)2 (10)

Where n is the number of experiments. The Pc(i) and
Pr(i) are the real and calculative position vectors of ith
experiment, respectively. The P̄c is the average value of
calculative position vector of n experiments.
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A. Evaluation of initial parameters calibration

The procedure of initial parameters calibration is
shown in Fig.4. After the calibration of initial pa-
rameters, we evaluated the accuracy of needle and
probe initial parameters RarmPt(0) and LarmTimg(0, 0),
respectively. We developed a tip model with precisely
known geometric parameters in order to evaluate the
calibration accuracy of the needle initial parameter
RarmPt(0). The end-effector of the robot right arm is
replaced with tip model and allow the tip-model to
touch the reference point as from Fig.5. The geometric
parameters are used to calculate the coordinates BPref

of the reference point relative to B. The coordinates
BP (0) of the reference point relative to B can also be
calculate by the equation (1). The calibration accuracy
of the needle initial parameter RarmPt(0) is calculated
using equation (8), (9), and (10). Similarly, to evaluate
the calibration accuracy of the probe initial parameters
LarmTimg(0, 0), we collected 10 biplane images of needle
tip and calculate the coordinates relative to B using
equation (1) and (3). TABLE II summarizes the accuracy
results of initial parameters.

Fig. 4. The overall procedure of initial parameters calibration.

Fig. 5. The calibration experimental setups. (a) needle tip touches
the fixed reference point; (b) Tip-model touch the reference point.

TABLE II
Calibration Accuracy of Initial Parameters

Calibration accuracy
Initial parameters MAE(mm) RMSE((mm)) SD(mm)

RarmPt(0) 0.17 0.18 0.03
LarmTSimg(0, 0) 0.68 0.74 0.29
LarmTTimg(0, 0) 0.80 0.87 0.36

B. Evaluation of motion parameters calibration
The procedure of motion parameters calibration is

shown in Fig.6. After calibration of the motion parame-
ters, we evaluated the accuracy of translation parameters
vn, vp and rotational parameters n(0), c(0).

To evaluate the calibration accuracy of the translation
parameters, the mean distance from the fitting point to
the fitting line is specified as the fitting error. In order
to determine the accuracy of the translation parameters,
the accuracy is measured by the proportion between the
distance of the adjacent point and 5 mm. Generally,
the proportion is closer to 1 mm, which means the
alignment of the image planes is accurate, and the
image reconstruction will be reliable and calibration
is the more precise. The results are demonstrated in
TABLE III. From Fig.7(a), and 7(b), we can visualize
the translational trajectory in 3D space and line fitting
error of needle and probe, respectively.

To evaluate the calibration accuracy of the rotation
parameters, the mean distance from the fitting point to
the fitting circle is defined as the fitting error. In order
to determine the accuracy of the rotational parameters,
the accuracy is measured by the proportion between
the center angle of the adjacent point of 3°. Generally,
the proportion is closer to 1°, the more precise the
calibration. The results are demonstrated in TABLE
III. Also, from Fig.7(c), we can visualize the rotational
trajectory in 3D space and circle fitting error of probe.

C. Experiment of System Error Analysis
After calibrating initial and motion parameters, we

performed system error analysis on four different motion
states of the robot: 1) Needle translation state: The
needle was translated from 0 to 55 mm; The TRUS probe
was at initial position; US images of the needle tip were
collected in every 5 mm. 2) Probe translation state: The
needle was in the initial position; The TRUS probe was
translated from 0 to 65 mm; US images of the needle tip
were collected in every 5 mm. 3) Probe rotation state:
The needle was in the initial position; The TRUS probe
was rotated from −48◦ to 48◦; US images of the needle
tip were collected in every 3◦. 4) Totally state: The needle
was translated by 5 mm; The TRUS probe was rotated
by 3◦; The TRUS probe was translated from 0 to 45
mm; US images of the needle tip were collected in every
5 mm. The coordinates of the needle tip relative to B can
be calculated using equation (1) and (2). The distance
between the two coordinates are the systematic error,
which are demonstrated in TABLE IV.

We recorded MAE, RMSE, and SD of the system error
of 0.75 mm, 0.84 mm, and 0.41 mm, and 0.42 mm,
0.48 mm, 0.24 mm for needle and probe, respectively.
Similarly, during probe rotation and totally state, we
recorded MAE, RMSE, and SD of the system error
of 0.30 mm, 0.30 mm, and 0.04 mm, and 0.80 mm,
0.83 mm, 0.23 mm, respectively. Results showed that
the calibration accuracy of the overall system was 0.80
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TABLE III
Calibration Accuracy of Motion Parameters

Motion parameters Fitting error (mm) Proportion
vn 0.11 1.00
Vp 0.15 1.03
n(0), c(0) 0.02 1.00

Fig. 6. The overall procedure of motion parameter calibration.

TABLE IV
Systematic error analysis

System error
Motion states MAE(mm) RMSE((mm)) SD(mm)

Needle translation 0.75 0.84 0.41
Probe translation 0.42 0.48 0.24
Probe rotation 0.30 0.30 0.04
Totally state 0.80 0.83 0.23

± 0.23 mm, which is significant in comparison to a
clinical accuracy requirement of 2 mm for biopsy and
brachytherapy [32]. The MAE and RMSE values of
totally state and needle translation are closed to each
other. Their relationship is not directly related, but for
accurate calibration it is crucial that both the parameters
should be closed enough for TRUS-guided procedures.

V. Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a calibration approach
based on biplane TRUS probe using dual-arm robotic
needle insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors.
This study aims to determine how well the proposed nee-
dle and probe calibration system works within a robotic
needle insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors.
The results showed that the calibration accuracy of the
overall robotic needle insertion system was significantly
high (0.80±0.23mm). It is foremost because the biplane
TRUS image can be used to track the various motion
states of the probe and needle. Therefore, the needle and
probe with multi-DOF can be calibrated without an ex-
ternal tracker and complex phantom. Consequently, the
errors of these external devices were not accumulating.
As a result, the proposed approach can accomplish the
needle and probe calibration of the dual-arm robotic
needle insertion system with multi-DOF end-effectors
while achieving high calibration accuracy.

Fig. 7. (a) Line fitting of needle translation trajectory in 3D space
(Left), line fitting error (Right), (b) Line fitting of probe translation
trajectory in 3D space (Left), line fitting error (Right), (c) Circle
fitting of probe rotation trajectory in 3D space (Left), circle fitting
error (Right).

However, existing calibration methods were only help-
ful in calibrating the probe and needle attached to the
robot end- flange, and they frequently needed an external
tracking system and phantom. Therefore, these existing
calibration methods cannot be used to calibrate the
needle and probe of dual-arm robotic needle insertion
systems with multi-DOF end-effectors with a high cal-
ibration accuracy. Nevertheless, these methods cannot
be used for the needle and probe calibration of dual-arm
robotic needle insertion system with multi-DOF end-
effectors, and errors were accumulated since an external
tracker and complex phantom were used. In contrast, the
proposed approach used the biplane image to track the
different motion states of the needle and probe. Thus, the
overall calibration of the needle and probe did not utilize
an external tracker and phantom. The imaging quality,
however, was inadequate due to manual scanning of the
US probes, which may cause a low robustness assessment.

VI. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a calibration approach based

biplane TRUS probe using dual-arm robotic needle inser-
tion system with multi-DOF end-effectors. The proposed
method utilized the biplane to track the probe and needle
positions when translated and rotated, eliminating the
requirement for an additional camera or position sensor.
As a result, the dual-arm, multi-DOF robotic needle
insertion system was calibrated with a high calibration
accuracy of 0.80±0.23 mm. Furthermore, we first deter-
mined the kinematic parameters of the probe and needle,
which were divided into three parts: initial, translational,
and rotational parameters. After that, these parameters
were calibrated to achieve different motion states for
the needle and probe. Finally, several experiments have
been conducted with the newly developed TRUS-guided
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dual-arm robotic needle insertion system. The experi-
mental results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method.

In the future, we will study the acquisition of ultra-
sonic images using a force feedback control ultrasonic
probe. This will enable us to reduce the error caused
by soft tissue deformation during needle insertion and
improve needle insertion accuracy in soft tissue.
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